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Children S Folded Map Of The United Kingdom
"Juliet is failing to juggle motherhood and her stalled-out dissertation on confessional poetry
when her husband, Michael, informs her that he wants to leave his job and buy a sailboat. With
their two kids - Sybil, age seven, and George, age two - Juliet and Michael set off for Panama,
where their forty-four foot sailboat awaits them. The initial result is transformative; the marriage
is given a gust of energy, Juliet emerges from her depression, and the children quickly
embrace the joys of being feral children at sea. Despite the stresses of being novice sailors,
the family learns to crew the boat together on the ever-changing sea. The vast horizons and
isolated islands offer Juliet and Michael reprieve - until they are tested by the unforeseen. Sea
Wife is told in gripping dual perspectives: Juliet's first person narration, after the journey, as
she struggles to come to terms with the life-changing events that unfolded at sea, and
Michael's captain's log, which provides a riveting, slow-motion account of these same
inexorable events, a dialogue that reveals the fault lines created by personal history and
political divisions."--Publisher description.
Tours of six magical lands offer a map and directions for Peter Pan's Neverland, Dorothy's
Land of Oz, the Giant's kingdom, Alice's Wonderland, Aladdin's Kingdom, and Snow White's
Enchanted Forest, with hidden treasures to find in each one.
Rand McNally's Kids' Illustrated Map of the World is designed to spark curiosity in young
minds. Vibrant colors and playful graphics encourage children to have fun while learning about
geography, botany, zoology, history, and architecture all across the globe. As decorative as it
is educational, this contemporary color palette with an elegant white border make this map
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suitable for framing and is the perfect addition to any bedroom or playroom. Color-coded
continents have delightful illustrations of native plants, animals, landmarks, cultural icons, and
more. Labeled capitals, major cities, and bodies of water provide additional points of reference.
Printed on heavy paper for extra durability. Perfect for children's bedrooms, playrooms, or
classrooms. Product Details: Dimensions: 50" x 32" Folded dimensions: 8" x 11" Package:
Shrink-wrap
Presents instructions for making various kinds of books, including those that unfold like a map,
hide secrets by opening in mysterious ways, tell a story on a scroll, and contain individual
cards that slip into pockets.
Provides an illustrated collection of maps covering the continents and major nations of the
world, detailing cities, landmarks, and cultural icons for each.
Colorful photographs introduce young children to numbers and counting from one to twelve.
On board pages.
A surprise on every page! Brimming from cover to cover with projects and other paper
surprises, The Kids’ Book of Paper Love, from the bestselling editors of Flow magazine and
books, is a bounty of a book that begs to be folded, cut up, collaged, doodled on, and shared.
Loop paper strips into a paper chain. Snip out bookmarks. Fold a paper house. Make photo
booth props—a silly mustache, a crown—to pose with friends. Bind up a DIY storybook and use it
to sketch out adventures and dreams. Construct a paper flower bouquet, a paper terrarium, a
fortune-teller with prompts like Lend someone a book and tell them why you recommend it.
Plus there are Flow’s signature paper goodies, including a foldout paper banner, postcards,
glitter stickers, a paper doll, a two-sided poster, and so much more. It’s a pure hands-on treat.
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Every page is an activity! Includes: Decorative cutouts Cards for friends A DIY storybook
Stamp stickers Photo booth props …and more!
Maps have been a part of human culture since the days of scratching on cave walls, and this
richly illustrated history chronicles the road from simple diagrams used to avoid danger to the
complex, navigational charts used today. Displaying an array of historic atlases and a variety of
cartography styles, this book allows young readers to test their map-reading skills while
discovering the intricate beauty and the wealth of information held within. Geographical
concepts are spotlighted through an assortment of guided activities--including finding the
elevation of hills, plotting a course with a magnetic compass, creating three-dimensional land
models using a contour map, and performing a plot survey. Drawing the conclusion that the
study of geography and maps is crucial to understanding an ever-changing planet, this
handbook discloses the ways in which technological advances in cartography can further
discussions on climate change, warfare, environmental conservation, population growth, and
other timely topics.

A fully-illustrated, simplified map of Central Washington DC, the Guy Fox®
Washington DC Children's Map features over 120 museums and landmarks, plus
the stories behind the place names. It includes contact details for attractions, plus
FREE STICKERS so you can personalize your visit. An excellent resource for
patriotic children and parents alike!
Seven superb short stories from the bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Meet the boy who can talk to animals and the
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man who can see with his eyes closed. And find out about the treasure buried
deep underground. A cleaver mix of fact and fiction, this collection also includes
how master storyteller Roald Dahl became a writer. With Roald Dahl, you can
never be sure where reality ends and fantasy begins. "All the tales are entrancing
inventions." —Publishers Weekly
This classic work of science fiction is widely considered to be the ultimate timetravel novel. When Daniel Eakins inherits a time machine, he soon realizes that
he has enormous power to shape the course of history. He can foil terrorists,
prevent assassinations, or just make some fast money at the racetrack. And if he
doesn't like the results of the change, he can simply go back in time and talk
himself out of making it! But Dan soon finds that there are limits to his powers
and forces beyond his control.
Growing up in the mountains of Japan, Yayoi Kusama (b. 1929) dreamed of
becoming an artist. One day, she had a vision in which the world and everything
in it--the plants, the people, the sky--were covered in polka dots. She began to
cover her paintings, drawings, sculptures, and even her body with dots. As she
grew up, she traveled all around the world, from Tokyo to Seattle, New York to
Venice, and brought her dots with her. Different people saw these dots in
different ways--some thought they were tiny, like cells, and others imagined them
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enormous, like planets. Every year, Kusama sees more of the world, covering it
with dots and offering people a way to experience it the way she does. Written by
Sarah Suzuki, a curator at The Museum of Modern Art, and featuring
reproductions of Kusama's instantly recognizable artworks, this colorful book tells
the story of an artist whose work will not be complete until her dots cover the
world, from here to infinity.
This new edition of this popular pocket-sized world atlas has fully up-to-date
mapping and statistics, and includes the latest interesting facts about the world.
This new edition of the popular Mini World Atlas has been brought fully up-todate to reflect all recent global changes. Designed in the distinctive Collins style,
this is a detailed guide to the world in a handy format. Detailed maps, specifically
designed for this small format, provide balanced and up-to-date coverage of the
world. The maps rely on the latest cartographic technology to ensure their
accuracy, accessibility and distinctive style. The level of detail is impressive for
such a small format atlas, and the index contains references to over 20,000 place
names. INCLUDES: * All recent political changes included in the mapping. *
Depicts place names changes around the world.
Attractive oversize tri-fold portfolio made of sturdy foam core board. Collect all
the state quarters, plus the District of Columbia and the U.S. territories, in this
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colorful, durable map of the United States! States are color-coded according to
the year that their state quarter was issued. Fun facts about each state are also
included. Each coin slot on the map features the design specifically made for that
state. There is room to collect all 56 quarters from each of the two mints-112
quarters in all!
Colourful Illustrated Map of the United Kingdom and Ireland This highly
illustrated, rolled pictorial map is designed to take children on a journey of
discovery around the United Kingdom and Ireland. Stunning illustrations are used
to depict themes such as national emblems, customs, food, birds, animals,
buildings and sports to help younger readers gain an understanding of peoples
around the world. Illustrated by Steve Evans.
The World's most beloved role-playing game, Dungeons & Dragons, joins the
legendary Ology series as Volothamp Geddarm takes you on an unforgettable
journey to the Forgotten Realms. From the dreaming spires of Waterdeep to the
frozen majesty of Drizzt Do'Urden's Icewind Dale and from the despicable
Underdark to the mysterious Underchasm you'll learn the history, secrets and
wonders of this incredible world.
When her second-grade classmates become envious of the three students who are
going away during the winter vacation, the creative and ingenious Gooney Bird Greene
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thinks of a geography activity to cheer them all up. 25,000 first printing.
Each spread in this board book is actually something else entirely -- from a flip phone
and a folded t-shirt to an elephant's trunk and much more.
Jerry Brotton is the presenter of the acclaimed BBC4 series 'Maps: Power, Plunder and
Possession'. Here he tells the story of our world through maps. Throughout history,
maps have been fundamental in shaping our view of the world, and our place in it. But
far from being purely scientific objects, world maps are unavoidably ideological and
subjective, intimately bound up with the systems of power and authority of particular
times and places. Mapmakers do not simply represent the world, they construct it out of
the ideas of their age. In this scintillating book, Jerry Brotton examines the significance
of 12 maps - from the mystical representations of ancient history to the satellite-derived
imagery of today. He vividly recreates the environments and circumstances in which
each of the maps was made, showing how each conveys a highly individual view of the
world - whether the Jerusalem-centred Christian perspective of the 14th century
Hereford Mappa Mundi or the Peters projection of the 1970s which aimed to give due
weight to 'the third world'. Although the way we map our surroundings is once more
changing dramatically, Brotton argues that maps today are no more definitive or
objective than they have ever been - but that they continue to make arguments and
propositions about the world, and to recreate, shape and mediate our view of it.
Readers of this book will never look at a map in quite the same way again.
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Kids get the best of both worlds with this simple U.S. road map featuring fun games and
trivia on the back. Perfect for the car (so they have their own map while mom and dad
navigate with Rand McNally's folded maps), it becomes a great poster or keepsake
after traveling.
The Busy Birds Adventures: Hello, Bend! is a bright, cheerful, and engaging board book
to help introduce the beauty of the nature that surrounds us in Central Oregon.
Throughout this book, a friendly little bird says "hello!" to the mountains, the buttes, and
even the Deschutes! It is designed for babies to be able to hold and enjoy whether they
are snuggled up in bed or out exploring the outdoors!
A lavishly illustrated, fact-filled, oversized atlas that allows children to discover the world
without leaving their home. Covering every continent, country, even outer space, Maps
of the World is a vibrant and comprehensive atlas that children of all ages will love to
explore. The dozens of colorful, detailed maps are filled with charming, educational
icons representing the aboriginal people in Australia, giant tortoises in the Galapagos,
the Gold Rush in California, traditional dress in Mali, and even James Bond in England.
Flip the next page in the book, and the corresponding icon key explains hundreds of
these cultural, environmental, and societal illustrations. Organized by continent, the
atlas also includes details on populations, language, agricultural, politics, and other bitesize facts. Each map includes a link allowing kids to download a version of them on
computers and tablets to explore even further. Captivating and comprehensive, Maps of
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the World will entice even the most reluctant young explorer.
The atlas opens with the continents, then presents a world view of countries before
exploring deeper into each country and the exciting places to visit within each.
Welcome... Fáilte... Croeso... Fair faa ye... to the United Kingdom! The Big Book of the
UK introduces readers to customs and culture of the United Kingdom. Learn about the
sport of "dwile flonking" and find out where black diamonds come from. Meet the
supernatural animal that haunts the Scottish Highlands and discover the British sweets
that helped Hillary and Tenzing scale Everest. Filled with facts about wildlife, food,
sports, geography, language and some very silly place names, this book will help you
uncover national secrets and unearth local legends from England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland.
Collects sixty-eight prayers by Martin Luther King, Jr., covering such situations as
spiritual guidance, special occasions, times of adversity, times of trial, uncertain times,
and social justice.
Run away to the Metropolitan Museum of Art with E. L. Konigsburg’s beloved classic
and Newbery Medal–winning novel From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E.
Frankweiler—now available in a deluxe keepsake edition! Claudia knew that she could
never pull off the old-fashioned kind of running away…so she decided to run not from
somewhere but to somewhere. That was how Claudia and her brother, Jamie, ended
up living in the Metropolitan Museum of Art—and right in the middle of a mystery that
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made headlines. Celebrate the legacy of the Newbery Medal–winning classic with this
special edition.
CHILDREN’S ANIMAL ATLAS is the perfect first atlas for young animal lovers. The
colourfully illustrated maps contain essential geographical information such as
countries, principal mountains, rivers, and lakes. The book is crammed with interactive
fun, so that young readers can truly engage with the animal world. • Find the animals
Look for the stunning pictorial icons featuring unique animals. • Fill in the spotter’s
guide with stickers. • Display the poster and decorate with animal stickers • use the
Fact File panel on each map to learn key information.
Explains and demonstrates key mapping concepts, discussing the use of symbols,
legends, a compass, scale, landmarks, and gridlines, along with instructions for making
a map of a bedroom.
Kids' Illustrated World Wall Map FoldedRand McNally
If your child has been diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes, you're likely feeling
overwhelmed with what to do next. While there's nothing cookie-cutter about Type 1
diabetes management, The Type 1 Life helps parents understand how to: tell friends
and family about your child's diagnosis, navigate school and sports with diabetes, foster
independence and self-management, deal with the mental and emotional side of having
Type 1 diabetes, and prepare your child for college and adulthood.
Take a tour of the United Kingdom as you’ve never seen it before in this fully illustrated
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set of county maps. Travel through England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales and
meet the incredible people born there, learn about its proud history, and discover
ancient castles, modern feats of engineering and natural highlights while you revel in
the nation’s curiosities, from the spectacular, to the quirky, to the downright strange! A
fabulous introduction to Shakespeare’s Sceptre Isle, for readers young and old.
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends
desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for almost
fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was built as a
last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that light the
city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it
holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend Doon must race to figure out
the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever! Nominated to 28 State Award Lists!
An American Library Association Notable Children’s Book A New York Public Library
100 Titles for Reading and Sharing Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child
Magazine Best Children’s Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White
Children’s Book Award Winner “A realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book
leaves Doon and Lina on the verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting
more.” —USA Today “An electric debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is
colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A
harrowing journey into the unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.”
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—Kirkus Reviews, Starred

Some walked across deserts and mountains to get here. Others flew in on
planes. One arrived after escaping in a suitcase. And some won’t say how they
got here. These are “the new kids”: new to America and all the routines and
rituals of an American high school, from lonely first days to prom. They attend the
International High School at Prospect Heights in Brooklyn, which is like most high
schools in some ways—its halls are filled with students gossiping, joking, flirting,
and pushing the limits of the school’s dress code—but all of the students are
recent immigrants learning English. Together, they come from more than fortyfive countries and speak more than twenty-eight languages. A singular work of
narrative journalism, The New Kids chronicles a year in the life of a remarkable
group of these teenage newcomers—a multicultural mosaic that embodies what is
truly amazing about America. Hauser’s unforgettable portraits include Jessica,
kicked out of her father’s home just days after arriving from China; Ngawang,
who spent twenty-four hours folded up in a small suitcase to escape from Tibet;
Mohamed, a diamond miner’s son from Sierra Leone whose arrival in New York
City is shrouded in mystery; Yasmeen, a recently orphaned Yemeni girl who is
torn between pursuing college and marrying so that she can take care of her
younger siblings; and Chit Su, a Burmese refugee who is the only person to
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speak her language in the entire school. The students in this modern-day Babel
deal with enormous obstacles: traumas and wars in their countries of origin that
haunt them, and pressures from their cultures to marry or to drop out and go to
work. They aren’t just jostling for their places in the high school pecking
order—they are carving out new lives for themselves in America. The New Kids is
immersion reporting at its most compelling as Brooke Hauser takes us deep
inside the dramas of five International High School students who are at once
ordinary and extraordinaryin their separate paths to the American Dream.
Readers will be rooting for these kids long after reading the stories of where they
came from, how they got here, and where they are going next.
In honor of Judy Moody's younger "bother," the creators of the award-winning
series have put themselves in a very Stink-y mood. Shrink, shrank, shrunk! Every
morning, Judy Moody measures Stink and it's always the same: three feet, eight
inches tall. Stink feels like even the class newt is growing faster than he is. Then,
one day, the ruler reads -- can it be? -- three feet, seven and three quarters
inches! Is Stink shrinking? He tries everything to look like he’s growing, but
wearing up-and-down stripes and spiking his hair aren't fooling anyone into
thinking he's taller. If only he could ask James Madison -- Stink's hero, and the
shortest person ever to serve as President of the United States. In Stink's first
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solo adventure, his special style comes through loud and strong -- enhanced by a
series of comic strips, drawn by Stink himself, which are sprinkled throughout the
book. From "The Adventures of Stink in SHRINK MONSTER" to "The Adventures
of Stink in NEWT IN SHINING ARMOR," these very funny, homespun sagas
reflect the familiar voice of a kid who pictures himself with super powers to deal
with the travails of everyday life -- including the occasional teasing of a bossy big
sister!
In each spread of this bold and humorous picture book, available for the first time
since 1995, children can examine their place in the world around them through
detailed and engaging maps. Twelve beautifully illustrated maps such as Map of
My Day and Map of My Tummy will fascinate children. When finished reading the
book, children can unfold the jacket -- it turns into a poster-size map!
Wake up any wall with Rand McNally's M Series U.S.A. Map. A combination of
bold colors and precise detail, this map is an invaluable reference tool for any
home or classroom. Features include: -- Color-matching relief that lets you trace
mountain ranges easily while still locating city and state names quickly. -- State
capitals and National Parks labeled on the map. -- Same availability as the world
map in two sizes and packaging options.
Color your way through the 190+ world flags with World Flags: The Coloring
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Book! We take you on a journey across the world one flag at a time, starting in
Canada, travelling continent to continent until we reach Australia & Oceania. For
a practical and fun coloring book, choose ours: We have included color guides for
all flags so that you don't have to search the internet the flags to see the colors.
We have included all flags and not just the more well known ones. We have fitted
outlines of varying sizes, some flags, for example Indonesia (half red half white)
may be smaller than more detailed flags, for example, the United States of
America. Durable Soft-touch Matte finish cover, so you can color away at home
or on your travels! 8.5 x 11 Cover Size High Quality Flag Outline Graphics for a
superior coloring experience! Quality 90GSM paper, ideal for coloring pencils and
crayons, but not recommended for highlighters or paints. And Great Gift For
Travelers and Geography Student and World Travelers Lover
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